Abstract-This paper presents an analysis of the extended Kalman filter formulation of simultaneous localisation and mapping (EKF-SLAM). We show that the algorithm produces very optimistic estimates once the "true" uncertainty in vehicle heading exceeds a limit. This failure is subtle and cannot, in general, be detected without ground-truth, although a very inconsistent filter may exhibit observable symptoms, such as disproportionately large jumps in the vehicle pose update. Conventional solutions-adding stabilising noise, using an iterated EKF or unscented filter, etc-do not improve the situation. However, if "small" heading uncertainty is maintained, EKF-SLAM exhibits consistent behaviour over an extended time-period. Although the uncertainty estimate slowly becomes optimistic, inconsistency can be mitigated indefinitely by applying tactics such as batch updates or stabilising noise. The manageable degradation of small heading variance SLAM indicates the efficacy of submap methods for large-scale maps.
I. INTRODUCTION
The original stochastic solution to the SLAM problem by Smith et al. [15] is now almost twenty years old, and the concept has reached a state of maturity sufficient to permit practical implementations in challenging environments. Important considerations that have been addressed are reliable data association in cluttered environments [1] , [14] ; reduction of computational complexity through locally partitioned datafusion [16] , [6] and conservative data-fusion [6] , [12] , [11] ; and bounding accumulated non-linearity with submaps [1] , [3] . However, in spite of its clear success in practical applications, the fundamental consistency of the SLAM algorithm has received little attention.
Non-linear SLAM is predominantly implemented as an extended Kalman filter (EKF), where system noise is presumed Gaussian and non-linear models are linearised to suit the Kalman filter algorithm.
1 EKF-SLAM represents the state uncertainty by an approximate mean and variance. This is a problem in two regards. First, these moments are approximate due to linearisation and may not accurately match the "true" first and second moments. Second, the true probability distribution is non-Gaussian, so that even the true mean and variance may not be an adequate description. These factors affect how the SLAM probability distribution is projected in time, over a sequence of motions and measurements, and how approximation errors accumulate.
Previous work on EKF-SLAM consistency [10] , [4] , [8] shows that eventual inconsistency of the algorithm is inevitable for large-scale maps, and the estimated uncertainty will become optimistic when compared to the true errors. While this failure due to non-linearity is well-known, no previous work has investigated whether the degree of inconsistency is always significant and under what conditions EKF-SLAM might produce reasonable results.
In this paper, we examine the cause and symptoms of significant inconsistency. We show that vehicle heading uncertainty is a fundamental problem, which precipitates immediate and substantial inconsistency once the "true" heading variance grows sufficiently large. Since heading variance tends to accumulate as the vehicle moves away from the map origin, the problem is inevitable for large maps. Worse, our results indicate that "large variance" is actually quite small, and symptoms of collapse manifest once the true heading standard deviation is above one or two degrees. If heading variance remains small throughout, EKF-SLAM still becomes inconsistent, but it does not exhibit catastrophic failure.
The next section describes the models used in the EKF-SLAM simulation experiments, which are performed in the context of a robot with a range-bearing sensor in a 2-dimensional environment. Data association is assumed known. Section III examines the symptoms that manifest once EKF-SLAM becomes very inconsistent. Section IV demonstrates with Monte Carlo analysis that large heading uncertainty causes gross inconsistency, but that the estimate degrades very slowly if heading variance remains small. Section V discusses the implications of these results and possible solutions to minimise inconsistency, and the final section sums up with concluding remarks.
II. MODELS FOR EKF-SLAM EXPERIMENTS
We specify the SLAM state as the vehicle pose (position and heading) and the locations of stationary landmarks observed in the environment. The state at time k is represented by a joint state-vector x k .
Notice that the map parameters m = [x 1 , y 1 , . . . , x N , y N ] T do not have a time subscript as they are modelled as stationary.
To describe the vehicle motion, we use the kinematic model for the trajectory of the front wheel of a bicycle subject to rolling motion constraints (i.e., assuming zero wheel slip).
Here the time from k − 1 to k is denoted ΔT , and during this period the velocity V k and steering angle γ k of the front wheel are assumed constant. Collectively, the velocity and
T are termed the "controls". The wheelbase between the front and rear axles is B. The process model for the joint SLAM state is simply a concatenation of the vehicle motion model and the stationary landmark model.
For a range-bearing measurement from the vehicle to land-
T , the observation model is given by
Adding new landmarks to the map uses an inverse form of the observation model as described in [1, Section 2.2.4] and [10, Section 2] . For the purposes of this paper, the map augmentation model is simply another form of the observation model. The vehicle motion model, the observation model, and the measured values of the control parameters u k , are not exact, but are subject to noise, which lead to uncertainty in the state estimate. For this reason, we require a probabilistic filter to recursively estimate a distribution over the state given noisy information.
III. SYMPTOMS OF EKF-SLAM INCONSISTENCY
The work of Julier and Ulhmann [10] shows that EKF-SLAM inevitably becomes inconsistent and that this problem is structural; it cannot be circumvented by adding stabilising noise to the process and observation models. 2 This inconsistency manifests in two related symptoms. The first is excessive information gain (i.e., reduction in uncertainty), such that the estimated covariance is less than the true covariance. The second is peculiar update characteristics of the state mean, resulting in jumps in the vehicle path and linearly constrained locii of the landmark estimates.
In the following experiments, the process noise is (σ V = 0.3m/s, σ γ = 3
• ) and the observation noise is (σ r = 0.1m, σ θ = 1
• ), unless otherwise stated. The controls are updated every 0.025 seconds and observations occur every 0.2 seconds. The range-bearing sensor has a forward-facing 180
• field-of-view and maximum range of 30 metres. 2 Compensation for inconsistency might be possible by inflating the landmark covariances after each update, but it is not clear how to quantify adequate inflation, and in any case this would nullify all of the SLAM convergence properties described in [5] . 
A. Symptom 1: Information Gain
When the "true" statistics of the state are available, or can be well approximated, we can compare the true first and second moments (x k , P k ) with their EKF estimates (x k|k , P k|k ). In particular, it is possible to check whether the difference between the true and estimated covariances is positive semidefinite.
If it is not then the EKF is optimistic.
To investigate the effect of heading uncertainty on information gain, we first consider a stationary vehicle so that we know throughout the true statistics, and subsequently examine information gain for a moving vehicle. These experiments are essentially the same as in [10] , but with a focus on the influence of heading variance.
1) Stationary Vehicle: Consider a stationary vehicle with an initial pose estimatê
The vehicle subsequently observes a single landmark and adds it to the SLAM-map. Clearly, the true uncertainty of the landmark can never fall below the initial uncertainty of the vehicle pose. Similarly, the true uncertainty of the vehicle pose may never decrease, regardless of how many times the landmark is observed.
For the EKF-SLAM algorithm, the covariance in vehicle position (σ 2 x , σ 2 y ) is correct; it does not change from the initial value. However, the heading variance σ 2 φ shows an immediate and dramatic decrease, with the quantity of information gained being dependent on the initial heading variance. The results in Fig. 1 show the spurious information gain for a range of initial heading uncertainties. The gain is dependent on the actual observation errors, and so varies from run to run. In Fig. 1 , each line represents the worst-case run of 50 Monte Carlo simulations. Notice that the larger initial uncertainties tend to produce the smallest final uncertainty estimates.
The gain of information for a stationary vehicle is entirely due to variation in the observation Jacobian ∂h ∂x k over the observation sequence. If the Jacobian were to remain fixed (e.g., linearised about the true state), there would be no loss in uncertainty. 3 For a normal EKF run, however, the amount of spurious information gained tends to be greater with increased observation uncertainty R k and, more significantly, with larger initial heading variance σ φ . An algebraic proof of this is provided in [10, Section 3] . Second, the quantity of spurious information gained decreases as "true" heading variance decreases, both in absolute terms and in relation to σ 2 φ . If heading variance is large, the effect of an observation update is immediate and catastropic; if heading variance is small, the inconsistency is tiny and accumulates very slowly. The highly nonlinear relationship between true heading variance and information gain is key to the findings in this paper.
2) Moving Vehicle: To examine information gain for EKF-SLAM with a moving vehicle, we compare the results from a nominal EKF run with those obtained using "ideal Jacobians", whereby the process and observation models are linearised about the true (or ideal) values for the state x k and controls u k . While using ideal Jacobians may not ensure true statistics, our results show that they do provide consistent estimates in terms of the NEES (see Section IV), and the difference between ideal and EKF Jacobian results is a good indicator of nominal EKF performance. Fig. 2 shows the result of the two runs. Notice that the covariance estimates of the standard EKF are smaller than for the EKF with ideal Jacobians. This indicates a significant level of information gain in the standard algorithm. 4 The information gain in heading is shown in Fig. 3 , where the top line is the ideal Jacobian estimate and the lower line is the standard EKF estimate. This result corroborates with the findings of Castellanos et al. [4] . The heading uncertainty for the ideal Jacobian solution grows while ever the vehicle travels further into unmapped territory but, for the standard EKF solution, the heading uncertainty reaches a ceiling and levels off. Here, the information gain is negligible while the 3 Notice in Fig. 1 that, in each case, there is no spurious information gain until the third observation. The first observation initialises the landmark, the second updates the landmark estimate using the same linearisation values as the first, and the third observation is the first to incorporate a conflicting Jacobian. 4 It is interesting to observe in Fig. 2 that the standard EKF estimate appears to be more accurate than the ideal Jacobian estimate. This is purely coincidence, and the standard algorithm is, in fact, inconsistent; the crosscorrelation terms of the state covariance are wrong, and may manifest with large estimate errors at some later time. We ran a series of Monte Carlo simulations of the scenario in Fig. 2 , using the standard EKF with the same noise characteristics, and the majority of runs produce estimates that are clearly optimistic. The example chosen in Fig. 2(a) is intended to show that a single run with small error in the state mean does not necessarily indicate that the filter is consistent. heading standard deviation remains below about 1.7 degrees, but rapidly becomes significant at around 2 degrees.
We found that if the standard EKF-SLAM algorithm is run with direct observation of the heading at regular intervals, so that the heading uncertainty is always small, the estimated covariance is virtually identical to the ideal Jacobian result. That is, the information gain for EKF-SLAM with small heading uncertainty is negligible. This property is insensitive to the values of process and observation noise.
B. Symptom 2: Jagged Vehicle Trajectory
The gross inconsistency of the EKF-SLAM algorithm becomes visibly evident with the appearance of strange discontinuities in the estimated vehicle trajectory. Over successive observation updates, the mean estimate of the vehicle pose shows dramatic jumps, which tend to be disproportionately large when compared to the size of the actual measurement error. A related symptom appears in the locii of landmark location estimates. Rather than exhibiting random motion in accord with the sensor noise, the landmark mean updates seem to be constrained to a line. Again, the size of the update tends to be much larger than the actual measurement error. These symptoms manifest once the vehicle heading uncertainty becomes "large", but do not appear if the Jacobians are linearised about the true state (see Fig. 4 ). Note that these symptoms are not due to numerical errors; different numerical forms of the EKF give identical results. 5 It is difficult to say precisely why these symptoms appear. The information gain in heading induces over-strong correlations between the vehicle and the landmarks. Perhaps these invalid cross-correlations constrain the feature updates to follow linear paths, and measurements that attempt to shift a landmark estimate orthogonal to a certain line result in large updates along the line and large jumps in vehicle pose to compensate. Perhaps, on the other hand, these symptoms are simply due to a measurement trying to correct the vehicle heading, when the heading variance has been artificially reduced.
IV. MONTE CARLO TESTS OF FILTER CONSISTENCY
When the "true" probability density function is not available, but the true state x k is known, we can use the normalised estimation error squared (NEES) [2, page 234] to characterise the filter performance. 5 We tested several different numerical implementations of the EKF (i.e., a simple covariance form, a Cholesky decomposed form, and numerically and analytically derived Jacobians) and obtained identical results for identical runs (i.e., runs where the random number generator is initialised with the same seed). We would expect some variation if numerical errors were to blame. Jagged vehicle path and linear feature locus are artifacts of the inconsistency induced by variations in Jacobian linearisation given large heading uncertainty. These figures depict a section of two runs, which are identical apart from the Jacobian computation. The true vehicle trajectory is along the x-axis (i.e., y = 0), the true landmark location is indicated by a * .
A measure of filter consistency is found by examination of the average NEES over N Monte Carlo runs of the filter. 6 Under the hypothesis that the filter is consistent and approximately linear-Gaussian, k is χ 2 (chi-square) distributed with dim(x k ) degrees of freedom. Then the average value of k tends towards the dimension of the state as N approaches infinity.
6 Of SLAM papers that discuss filter errors, the great majority, including [10] and [4] , present single run results. However, single run NEES is an inadequate measure of filter consistency, as the error sequence is correlated and does not follow a χ 2 distribution. In fact, it is simple to generate a single Monte Carlo run of a consistent linear filter where the NEES sequence lies outside a 95% bound for most of the run. Conversely, it is also possible to obtain a single run of an inconsistent filter that appears consistent. To quote Bar-Shalom [2, page 394]: ". .
. a thorough examination of a nonlinear filter is needed via [multiple] Monte Carlo runs to find out if it is consistent".
The validity of this hypothesis can be subjected to a χ 2 acceptance test.
Consistency of the EKF is evaluated by performing multiple Monte Carlo runs and computing the average NEES. Given N runs, the average NEES is computed as
Given the hypothesis of a consistent linear-Gaussian filter, N¯ k has a χ 2 density with N dim(x k ) degrees of freedom [2, pages 234-235]. Thus, for the 3-dimensional vehicle pose, with N = 50, the 95% probability concentration region for¯ k is bounded by the interval [2.36, 3.72] . If¯ k rises significantly higher than the upper bound, the filter is optimistic, if it tends below the lower bound, the filter is conservative.
We tested the average NEES consistency of four variations of the EKF-SLAM algorithm: a basic EKF, an iterated EKF (IEKF) [2] , an unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [9] and an EKF with ideal Jacobians. 7 Each filter was run for two loops of the trajectory shown in Fig. 2 , and each Monte Carlo simulation was repeated 50 times. The results are shown in Fig. 5 . Clearly the EKF, IEKF and UKF all become optimistic after about 100 seconds. 8 The EKF also exhibits a large spike at about 220 seconds when it closes the loop. The UKF shares this characteristic, but the IEKF does not. It appears that the IEKF can improve loop closing results since the initial state error is typically very large and linearisation benefits from iteration. However, when not closing the loop, the IEKF offers no advantage as the SLAM state is not locally observable, and iteration may move the estimated mean away from the true state, actually enhancing divergence. The UKF is not a panacea but appears to degrade more slowly than the EKF. Its advantages are probably more pronounced for very non-linear models.
The failure of EKF-SLAM in Fig. 5 (a-c) is unavoidable; adding stabilising noise to the process and observation models does not improve the result. However, this problem does not arise if the true heading uncertainty remains small. Running the basic EKF with regular observations of heading, so that the true heading uncertainty is always small, produces consistent results. This result is insensitive to the system noises. For example, we performed experiments with process noise (σ V = 1.0m/s, σ γ = 5
• ) and observation noise (σ r = 1.0m, σ θ = 10
• ), and obtained estimates within the upper/lower NEES bounds, similar to Fig. 5(d) . Thus, with small heading uncertainty, EKF-SLAM does not suffer abrupt catastrophic inconsistency.
When heading uncertainty remains small, EKF-SLAM exhibits inconsistency of a qualitatively different kind. We performed a set of simulations in an environment of 60 by 70 metres containing 15 landmarks, which was sufficiently small 7 MATLAB source code for these simulations can be obtained from: www.acfr.usyd.edu.au/homepages/academic/tbailey/software/index.html. 8 Notice that the rapid rise in NEES coincides roughly with the start of significant information gain in Fig. 3. that the vehicle heading standard deviation never exceeded one degree. For each run, the vehicle traversed 100 loops of the environment, and this was repeated 50 times. The 50-run average NEES of the vehicle pose states is shown in Fig. 6(a) and the average NEES of the joint state of two landmarks is shown in Fig. 6(b) . 9 Both figures show a slow steady increase in NEES over time, so that the filter eventually becomes optimistic (at around 4000 seconds, say).
A UKF implementation of this experiment gave minor improvement, as shown in Fig. 6(c) . We were able to temporarily suppress optimistic estimates by artificially raising the covariances of the process and observation noise models. In Fig. 6(d) , the small-scale EKF experiment was repeated with the noise variance models inflated by a factor of two. The average NEES still increases with time, but we project that it would not cross the upper bound until about 25000 seconds.
From the results in Figs. 5 and 6, the effect of heading variance is clear. The large-variance behaviour is abrupt inconsistency, as seen by the change in slope at around 100 seconds in Fig. 5(a) . This failure is not prevented by stabilising noise. The small-variance behaviour, on the other hand, is a slow steady rise in NEES. Failure by way of optimistic estimates is time dependent, and can be delayed by adding stabilising noise. These results agree with our expectation from the stationary vehicle experiments in Section III-A, where rate of inconsistency is a non-linear function of heading variance.
V. DISCUSSION
Previous investigations of EKF-SLAM consistency claim that the algorithm's failure is time dependent [10] , [4] . Our results agree with this, but we claim that a more significant source of inconsistency is heading variance which, if large, can precipitate failure in just a few updates. In particular, we note that the inconsistencies described in [10] and [4] are almost certainly due to growing heading uncertainty, not time. Time dependent failure occurs only if heading variance remains small, and then conservative estimation may be prolonged by adding stabilising noise. 10 Our long-run small-scale experiments suggest that one should eventually cease data fusion and freeze the map to prevent optimism.
Many of the arguments against the EKF-SLAM algorithm do not address the real problem. For example, two common arguments claim it is inadequate because (i) it poorly linearises the process and observation models, and (ii) it cannot consistently "close the loop".
With regard to (i), our UKF and IEKF experiments show that improved local linearisation does not greatly improve consistency. Linearisation must be congruous on a more global scale to be of significant benefit. Likely candidates are EKF-SLAM variants that minimise heading uncertainty and minimise variations in Jacobian linearisation. The constrained local submap filter (CLSF) [16] is one such method as it performs most updates in a local frame with small heading uncertainty. Batch update methods, such as fixed-interval smoothing between timesteps k and k + N , are also likely to help.
With regard to (ii), the failure to properly close large loops experienced in practice is probably from the SLAM estimate already being inconsistent due to heading uncertainty. If the state is consistent prior to closing the loop, then a consistent update depends entirely on linearising the measurement model, which suggests loop-closing is well suited to an IEKF update.
For very large-scale maps, submap methods, such as network coupled feature maps (NCFM) [1] and ATLAS [3] , are currently the only solutions that avoid data-fusion with large heading variance. These submap methods confine all updates to small-scale maps where the heading variance is small. The network of submaps permits consistent global estimation as a sum of local-frame connections, avoiding ever making a global-level Kalman update. Thus, at a large-scale, spurious information gain is no worse than for a small-scale map.
VI. CONCLUSION
In [10, Section 3], Julier and Ulhmann proves that the non-linear models in EKF-SLAM introduce spurious updates of the landmark estimates, for any finite noise values, due to variations in linearisation. The algorithm is, therefore, theoretically inconsistent under all circumstances.
In this paper, we show that inconsistency is not always dire, and its seriousness is directly related to heading uncertainty. If the true heading variance is large, failure is sudden and irredeemable but, if it remains small throughout, inconsistency grows slowly and is manageable. This is expected behaviour as our stationary vehicle experiments show a highly non-linear relationship between heading variance and the quantity of spurious information gained from a measurement update.
A problem for real EKF-SLAM implementations is that failure due to "large" heading variance is subtle and difficult to detect without ground-truth. In our moving vehicle experiments, we found that significant error in estimated heading uncertainty began once the true heading uncertainty exceeded about 1.7 degrees (std. dev.). The filter, however, gave no indication of anything amiss; the estimated variance simply plateaus while the "true" variance continues to grow. An observable symptom that may occur, once the estimate has become very inconsistent, is a "jagged" vehicle path, where the vehicle pose update is significantly greater than would be expected from the actual measurement error.
Inconsistency can be prevented if the Jacobians for the process and observation models are always linearised about the true state. For standard EKF linearisation, inconsistency accumulates slowly while the vehicle heading uncertainty remains small, and the filter is robust to process/observation noises and non-linearities, and is assisted by stabilising noise. SLAM is stable for long periods under these conditions. The IEKF and UKF cannot prevent inconsistency. They offer no fundamental improvement over plain EKF-SLAM. Batch update methods are likely to extend the region over which EKF-SLAM can construct a consistent global map as they reduce local heading uncertainty and Jacobian variation. For large-scale maps, submaps confine EKF updates to the small-scale, and prevent any data fusion with large heading uncertainty. Submaps are currently the only way to implement large-scale EKF-SLAM without excessive information gain.
